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VISION
To be the preferred Private 
Education Institution (PEI) of choice.

MISSION
STEi will offer high quality, 
cost-effective and relevant courses 
to meet the needs of our clients.

OUR VALUES - ELITE

PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
To be the best in all we do, 
continually striving for the 
highest professional standards 
achievable.

LOYALTY
Being committed to the 
organisation, to one another 
and to our customers, at all times. 
Striving for cohesiveness and 
caring for one another.

INNOVATION
Creative, being open to embrace 
change. Encourage, nuture 
ideas and initiatives to better 
organisational and individual 
performance.

TEAMWORK

Be responsible and take 
accountability seriously; be 
reliable and dependable to the 
Team.

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

Be a role model in character and 
conduct; uphold STEi’s Ethical 
standards.

OUR CULTURE - SEARCH

Shared sense of purpose and 
values that is consistent across all 
members of STEi.

Emphasising importance of staff 
learning and focusing on 
continuous improvement in STEi. 

Accentuating sense of 
responsibility for student’s 
learning.

Recognition of staff members’ 
excellent effort and celebrating 
their successes.

Collegial and collaborative 
relationships among staff 
members.

Harnessing strengths through 
professional development, staff 
reflection, and sharing of best 
practices
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WELCOME 
MESSAGE

A very warm welcome to STEi 
Institute.

As a prospective student, you 
may face multi-faceted challenges. 
A key question that typically 
races through one’s mind is, 
“Where can I secure relevant, 
reliable and profesional 
educational qualification?”

We are fully conscious of the 
immense responsibilities placed 
on us and we will do our utmost 
to build on the rich legacy and 
solid reputation to provide 
quality services. 

CHRISTINE TAN
STEi Institute
Principal/Managing Director

WHO WE ARE
We are a Private Education Institution that has established itself as a credible and 
astute service provider with sound governance and financial standing.

Our team of dedicated lecturers are subject matter experts in both industry 
practices and didactic approaches to meet your learning needs. Our school also 
include excellent facilities in a conducive learning environment that meet the 
standards set  by the governing authorities.

QUALITY POLICY
We, at STEi Institute are fully committed to the provision of high quality, cost-
effective and relevant education and training courses for our students and the 
industries. 

At STEi, quality is everyone’s responsibility. We take pride in our work and 
emphasise on problem prevention rather than correction. We are committed to 
comply with the requirements of our clients, and to continually improve our service 
quality based on feedback and established benchmarks. 

STEi adopts a comprehensive Quality Management System (QMS). All STEi staff 
must comply with the QMS and strive to continuously improve our quality processes 
in the most competitive and effective manner.

OUR CAMPUS
STEi Institute occupies an area of more than 10,000 sq ft and is located in the city 
area which is accessible by various means of transportation. All our classrooms, 
workshops and resource room are wireless surf-zone, students can surf the internet 
through computer stations, own laptops or smart phones anywhere in the institute. 
The Resource Room/Library is equppied with computers & resource materials for 
students’ research and self-development purposes. STEi workshops are mock-up of 
restaurant setup, cocktail bar and hotel room.
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SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN 
HOMELAND SECURITY & COUNTER-TERRORISM

HOMELAND 
SECURITY & 
COUNTER-
TERRORISM

The Specialist Diploma provides 
students with an overview of the key 
issues in Homeland Security and 
Terrorism from strategic as well as 
operational perspectives.

SDHS 1101 FUNDAMENTALS OF 
HOMELAND SECURITY
This module provides students with an 
overview of key issues in Homeland Security. 
The key topics covered include the principles 
of Homeland Security and emerging security 
issues. 

SDHS 1105 IDENTIFYING RISK AND 
MANAGING ITS IMPACT 
This module centres on a discussion of 
the prevalent models and methodologies 
of security management. The objectives, 
strengths, characteristics and applications 
of the various elements in the assessment 
of threats, vulnerabilities and impact will be 
identified and scrutinized, up to the final 
identification of a resulting risk profile which 
will determine the appropriate security 
strategies and measures.  

SDHS 1102 SECURING IN LAND 
AND IN THE AIR
This module orientates students with the key 
issues in securing land transportation and the 
aviation sector. Students will explore the issue 
of Land Transportation Security in close detail 
through case studies of historic incidents, 
analyse tactics used by terror groups to 
target land transport and explore counter 
measures through case studies. 

SDHS 1103 SECURING THE SUPPLY 
CHAIN AND MARITIME SECURITY
This module provides students with the 
understanding of the key issues in Supply 
Chain and Maritime Security. Students 
will examine how the ISO 28000 standard 
formulated by the International Standards 
Organisation is used to manage security 
of the supply chain, and get a strategic 
outlook of the key threats in the maritime 
sector followed by an examination of 
the International Ship and Port Security 
Framework (ISPS) for maritime security. 

SDHS 1104 SECURING THE 
HOMELAND AND ENSURING 
CONTINUITY
This module centres on the discussion 
of three key topics, Evolution of the 
Private Security Industry, Facility Security 
Management and Ensuring Business 
Continuity. It provides practitioner’s 
perspective on realistic issues in loss 
prevention and facility security management 
- management of security personnel, and 
analysis of existing security procedures and 
best practices. Students will analyse how 
business continuity management practices 
used by the industry can be utilised by states 
to provide effective continuity in a crisis 
aftermath.

SDHS 1106  PROTECTING THE 
CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE - 
UNDERSTANDING METHODS AND 
APPLICATION 

This module aims at providing students with 
the understanding on how technology acts 
as the force multiplier in ensuring security 
through the implementation of physical 
and electronic security measures such as 
surveillance and sensors, barriers and others. 
The potential and constraints of the role and 
use of technology will be discussed.
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SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN 
HOMELAND SECURITY & COUNTER-TERRORISM

SDCT 1101 INTRODUCTION TO 
COUNTER-TERRORISM
This module aims at providing students with 
an introduction to some of the critical issues 
in contemporary Counter-Terrorism. The key 
topics covered include evolution, history, 
primer, modern concepts of terrorism, 
strategy and counter-terrorism. 

SDCT 1105 THE TERRORIST THREAT: 
LOOKING BEYOND
This module examines the key factors that 
play a critical role in contemporary counter-
terrorism. Students will be introduced 
to the role of intelligence services in 
counter-terrorism and examine its various 
components as well as the ‘Intelligence 
Cycle’ in details.

SDCT 1106 TOWARDS A STRATEGIC 
APPROACH IN FIGHTING TERROR
This module provides students with the 
understanding of one of the most critical 
non-kinetic measures in counter-terrorism 
which involves engagement with the 
community, and strategic communication to 
counter radicalization and the development 
of terrorism. Students will identify and 
analyse successful community engagement 
initiatives through various case studies. 

SDCT 1102 UNRAVELING TERROR
This module aims at providing students 
with the understanding on the various 
aspects of terrorism organisation, ideology 
and financing. Students will be acquainted 
with how terrorists may exist and examine 
differences in ideology before delving 
into the issue of terrorist financing and its 
increasing global significance.

SDCT 1103 UNDERSTANDING THE 
REGIONAL THREAT AND CHARTING 
A WAY AHEAD 
This module allows students to examine the 
major terrorist groups posing threat to the 
South East Asian and South Asian regions 
- their history, tactics and operational and 
strategic trends.

SDCT 1104 THE EVOLVING THREAT 
OF TERRORISM AND ITS SOCIAL 
IMPACT 
This module examines the growing concern 
of an evolving nexus between terrorism 
and organised crime, and the social impact 
of terrorism. Students will analyse the 
converging factors between terrorist groups 
and criminal syndicates and understand its 
potential implications on issues such as terror 
financing and proliferation of narcotics. 

HOMELAND 
SECURITY & 
COUNTER-
TERRORISM

The Specialist Diploma provides 
students with an overview of the key 
issues in Homeland Security and 
Terrorism from strategic as well as 
operational perspectives.
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COURSE FEES

Local Students
FULL PAYMENT

Specialist Diploma in 
Homeland Security & 
Counter-Terrorism
5-Months Study (Full time)

S$8,000.00

Specialist Diploma in 
Homeland Security & 
Counter-Terrorism
5-Months Study (Full time)

S$9,000.00

Specialist Diploma in 
Homeland Security & 
Counter-Terrorism
10-Months Study (Part time)

S$8,000.00

International Students
FULL PAYMENT

All fees stated are inclusive of 7% GST.

All fees are subject to change without prior notice.

Application Fee of S$299.60 is payable to STEi 
Institute Pte Ltd. This fee is non-refundable under 
all circumstances. Students can make payment via 
TT, bank draft or cheque.

MEDICAL INSURANCE SCHEME

FEE PROTECTION SCHEME

FOR ENQUIRIES

STEi hereby confirms and undertakes to students 
that it has in place a medical insurance scheme 
for all its students as required by Committee for 
Private Education (CPE) under EduTrust certification 
scheme.

Please contact us at (65) 6559 2896 or 
admin@stei.edu.sg

STEi provides fee protection scheme for all 
students as required by CPE and is aligned with 
EduTrust requirement.

All course fees are payable to STEi Institute STFA 
(ESCROW) account with DBS Bank in Singapore 
(Account No. 003-909412-4), an approved Service 
Provider by CPE.
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THE PRE-REQUISITES FOR SPECIALIST 
DIPLOMA IN HOMELAND SECURITY 
& COUNTER-TERRORISM

21 years old and above; and

Degree Holders; or

Applicants with at least 3 years of industry 
experience but without a degree may also 
be eligible; and

Pass in English in GCE “O” level or 
equivalent; or

For International Students, they must pass 
in English in Secondary or High School 
education or equivalent. 

Other qualifications will be considered on 
a case-by-case basis.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENT FOR 
ALL LEVELS

Students will be assessed throughout the 
duration of the program. In order to be 
conferred with the Specialist Diploma, 
students must achieve a pass for their in-class 
assessments and module papers, and at least 
75% of class attendance.

Student’s Pass Holders are required to 
maintain a class attendance of 90% and 
above. 

TEACHER STUDENT RATIO
1:30

COMMENCEMENT & END DATE
Please refer to our website at 
www.stei.edu.sg for latest information.

AWARDING BODY
STEi Specialist Diploma in Homeland Security 
& Counter-Terrorism

DURATION
Specialist Diploma in Homeland Security & 
Counter-Terrorism is conducted over a period 
of 5 months (full time) lessons or 10 months 
(part time) lessons. 

ENTRY & 
GRADUATION 
REQUIREMENT 
FOR THE 
PROGRAMS

MODE & METHODS OF 
DELIVERY

Powerpoint Presentation

Group Discussion

Assignment

Face to face delivery via:

EXAMINATION
Students will be assessed throughout the 
duration of the programme

In-Class Assessment - at the end of each 
module.

Module paper - Each student will be 
required to write a 2000 words module 
paper.

Class Participation - Students will also be 
assessed based on their participation in 
class. 
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Your Life Chance
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STEi Institute
135 Middle Road, Bylands Building, #03-03
Singapore 188975

(65) 6559 2896

admin@stei.edu.sg

(65) 6226 2896

facebook.com/steisingapore

linkedin.com/company/stei-institute

Cert No. : EDU-2-2078
Validity: 18/03/2016 - 17/03/2020


